
RAPIDTestRAPIDTest, developed by Rapid4Cloud, is , developed by Rapid4Cloud, is 
an automated testing solution specifically an automated testing solution specifically 
designed for Oracle Cloud Applications. This designed for Oracle Cloud Applications. This 
industry-leading tool harnesses advanced industry-leading tool harnesses advanced 
automation to transform traditional manual automation to transform traditional manual 
testing procedures into highly efficient testing procedures into highly efficient 
processes. Offering an array of pre-built processes. Offering an array of pre-built 
testing scenarios for several modules, testing scenarios for several modules, 
RAPIDTest enables businesses to focus on RAPIDTest enables businesses to focus on 
strategic tasks, while ensuring accuracy in strategic tasks, while ensuring accuracy in 
their Cloud Applications operations. their Cloud Applications operations. 

Apart from offering out-of-the-box testing Apart from offering out-of-the-box testing 
scenarios, scenarios, RAPIDTestRAPIDTest extends its flexibility  extends its flexibility 
through customizable templates, catering through customizable templates, catering 
to specific business requirements. The to specific business requirements. The 
tool’s intuitive dashboard provides real-tool’s intuitive dashboard provides real-
time tracking and valuable insights on time tracking and valuable insights on 
each test scenario. Outcomes are marked each test scenario. Outcomes are marked 
as complete or failed, and errors are as complete or failed, and errors are 
easily identified and addressed using easily identified and addressed using 
the tool’s provided screenshots and the tool’s provided screenshots and 
video recordings. By adopting RAPIDTest, video recordings. By adopting RAPIDTest, 
businesses can reduce operational costs, businesses can reduce operational costs, 
eliminate inefficiencies, and enhance the eliminate inefficiencies, and enhance the 
reliability of their Oracle Cloud Applicationsreliability of their Oracle Cloud Applications  

KEY FEATURES

RAPIDTEST

BENEFITS
Comes with out-of-the-box, ready-to-Comes with out-of-the-box, ready-to-
use test scenarios for each module, use test scenarios for each module, 
simplifying test setup and execution.simplifying test setup and execution.

Facilitates automated testing of Facilitates automated testing of 
quarterly release updates across quarterly release updates across 
multiple instances simultaneously.multiple instances simultaneously.

Automatically adjusts to Automatically adjusts to 
personaliations and non mandatory personaliations and non mandatory 
descriptive flex fieldsdescriptive flex fields

100% cloud based as there is nothing 100% cloud based as there is nothing 
to installto install
  

Provides screenshots and video Provides screenshots and video 
recordings of each test scenario, recordings of each test scenario, 
making it easy to pinpoint and making it easy to pinpoint and 
understand errors.understand errors.

Making it easier to implement and run Oracle Cloud Applications

INTELLIGENT CLOUD AUTOMATION
 
Designed for both new and existing users of Oracle Cloud 
Applications, R4C saves time and improves data quality whilst 
freeing up resources to focus on high value add activities. With 
Artificial Intelligence and Robotic Process Automation technologies 
at its core, R4C is a software suite designed to automate and 
accelerate the many repetitive manual processes involved in 
implementing and maintaining Oracle Cloud Applications. This is 
what makes the R4C solution key to maximising the benefits of 
the Oracle Cloud. 

 4 Customers have reported time savings of up to 50 times faster 
than manual testing, translating into significant cost savings. 
 

 4 Automated testing reduces the risk of human error and provides 
a consistent testing framework, ensuring accurate results every time. 

 4 Lower cost of ownership as fewer resources are required to test 
instances
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